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“You’re on mute! – Potentials and pitfalls with remote teaching in skin 

surgery.” 

 

Introduction 

 

Remote teaching, and by extension remote learning, is far from a novel concept in 

dermatology education.1 However, the Covid-19 pandemic has added to its relevance.2 

Social distancing and a lessening caseload of elective dermatologic surgical procedures 

necessitated adaptation from educators to the turbulent landscape of postgraduate surgical 

education.3,4 This essay will look to review some educational measures taken in this context, 

and where possible I will critically evaluate the potentials and pitfalls.  

 

What can remote teaching entail? 

 

Remote Teaching 

Method 

Definition Evidence Evaluation 

e-Learning Large umbrella term 

for various methods 

of teaching.5 Can 

include streaming of 

Davis et al.6 (n=15) 

and Satterwhite et 

al.7 (n=17) show 

significant 

Neither study is a 

dermatological 

surgery paper, and 

both contained low 
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lectures to be 

viewed remotely, 

virtual resources, 

and surgical skill 

demonstrations5. 

improvement in 

surgical skills 

performance 

postintervention 

with e-learning 

methods. 

number of 

participants. Davis 

et al.6 also lack any 

control group, 

risking internal 

validity.  

The studies’ 

relevance to remote 

surgical education is 

interesting, but the 

methods mean 

conclusions should 

be viewed with 

critical scrutiny. 

Simulation Surgical skills can be 

simulated, allowing 

mimicking of an 

aspect of patient 

care.8 

Liu et al.9 developed 

a surgery simulation 

curriculum for 

dermatology 

trainees. A validated 

Objective 

Assessment of 

Technical Skills tool 

was used, which 

This multicentre 

study is highly 

relevant and shows 

promising evidence 

for remote learning 

of dermatologic 

surgical skills via 

simulation. 

However, the study 
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showed a 

statistically 

significant increase 

in performance (p < 

0.001). Trainees also 

stated they were 

highly satisfied. 

 

 

is American and so 

the conclusions 

cannot necessarily 

apply to UK-based 

training. The small 

sample size (n=31) 

for a quantitative 

study contributes to 

the lack of 

methodological 

rigour. 

Table 1: An outline of two remote teaching methods with some evidentiary discussion. 

 

e-Learning 

Given the graduated return to normalcy in the UK, we are now in the position to question 

whether e-Learning is beneficial to postgraduate skin surgery teaching and patient safety. 

Cook10 discussed the conditions for successful implementation of e-Learning and 

emphasised that it is not suitable for every learning need. Indeed, it is recommended that 

the learning outcomes of an educational program should be designed first, and e-Learning 

should only be introduced if it enhances knowledge.10 This view contradicts the current 

model within which e-Learning has been adopted during the Covid-19 pandemic.11 Much of 

this is due to necessity, however, evaluation of an educational intervention is mandatory to 

ensure training of safe practitioners.12  
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In an American survey-based study, 83 dermatology trainees were introduced to a Mohs 

surgery13 video module.14 The results showed that trainees’ confidence improved post-

intervention (p < 0.05). However, this measure was self-rated; thus, constituting a 

Kirkpatrick15 level 1 study (see figure 1). This is considered the least robust form of 

evaluation. Demand exists for better quality appraisal in education research.5,10 Given the 

lack of translational outcomes measured from the learning, whether the video modules 

were effective at promoting technical surgical skills and safe practices cannot be 

determined.  

 

Figure 1: Information adapted from the Kirkpatrick model of evaluation.15 As you ascend the pyramid, there is increasing 

quality of evaluation of educational interventions. 

 

This does not mean that there is no place for e-Learning in skin surgery teaching. Indeed, it 

has been shown that the pandemic fostered a virtual environment of more collaboration 

between experts and educators.4 Phillips discusses this in their study of Slack™️, an online 

discussion platform.16 Social learning theory is thought to contribute to the success of 

teaching using this medium.16 This means that context and a community of learning are vital 

in adults.17 As such, learning must feel applicable to one's own professional identity and 
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environment. This is easier facilitated by flexible and personalised learning methods, 

including social media e.g., Slack™️, Twitter™️ and Instagram™️.16,18,19 Learning and 

engagement via online methods in dermatology was also attributed to the visual nature of 

the diagnosis and pathologies.1 Therefore, online learning via social media has a theoretical 

basis, early supporting evidence for its implementation, with scope for further research in 

surgical education.  

eLearning and Skin Surgery 

Potentials Pitfalls 

Flexible learning Lack of evidence surrounding its value in 

dermatologic surgery, especially UK-based 

evidence 

Adaptable to each adult learners’ needs Not suitable for every learning need 

Social  

Accessible  

Liked by students  

Table 2: Summary of some potentials and pitfalls incurred via e-Learning, a form of remote learning widely used throughout 

the covid-19 pandemic. 

Simulation 

Simulation is defined as an educational tool with which a learner engages to facilitate 

cognitive, psychomotor, or affective learning.20,21 When viewed under a mastery learning 

approach, particularly relevant to the fine-motor skill of dermatologic surgery, it facilitates 

‘over-learning’, a means of making technical proficiency automatic.21 There also exist 

different forms of simulation, with part-task trainers commonly used when training novices 
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in procedural steps. With more experience comes an increased need for higher fidelity 

simulation mimicking the psychological and physical environment surrounding a skill.22  

 

This is relevant when evaluating a recently published randomised control trial. Following use 

of a facial flap simulator, trainees showed a statistically significant improvement in 

expertise, compared to no improvement in the control group.23 While this study did include 

trainees, it did not stratify the participants by skill level, as Phillips et al.16 did in their 2021 

pilot study. As mentioned before, expertise is an important factor to consider when 

designing simulation education, with increasing expertise typically requiring more advanced 

simulators. Whether accessible, portable simulation is of benefit to more expert skin 

surgeons requires further research and is a source of academic discourse.24,25 A major 

stipulation of simulation is that it should not be used to replace clinical experience. 

However, given the lessening caseload of elective cosmetic procedures in the context of the 

pandemic, simulation could bridge this gap.26 This study identified a need for further 

research on the benefit gained from portable part-task trainers for remote use. 

Simulation and Skin Surgery 

Potentials Pitfalls 

Increased practice Lack of evidence specific to dermatologic 

surgery and simulation training 

Increased confidence of trainees Potentially expensive if requiring high-cost, 

high-fidelity simulators 

Well-received by trainees  

Can sometimes be used remotely   

Table 3: Summary of the potentials and pitfalls of simulation in dermatologic surgery education.  
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Conclusions 

This essay has outlined a number of ways in which remote teaching in skin surgery 

education is beneficial. However, it is not the best way to deliver a dermatologic surgery 

teaching intervention in every instance and without further research proving its value, 

widespread implementation would not be recommended due to a lack of supporting 

evidence. 
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